
IS480 SUPERVISOR MEETING MINUTES 10 

 

Date 8th April 2014 Week 48 

Time 1600-1700 

Venue SIS Level 5, Professor David Lo Room  

Attendees 
Professor David Lo, LEE Yi Xian, Darryl LEONG Jun Hun, TAN Mei Zhen, TAN Yun Xi, Fiona WOO Yu Mei, 
Lim Ken Khoon 

Agenda 
1. Slides Walkthrough 

 

 

Next Supervisor Meeting 

-  

 

The meeting was adjourned at 1700 hrs. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments 

reported in the next three days. 

Prepared by, 

Tan Mei Zhen 

Vetted and edited by,  

Tan Yun Xi 

Item  Discussion Points 

1.  

 As-is Process too small 

 Value to sponsor  
 May not the right place to mention 
 Placing it at the end after you show the modules (after x-factor) is better? Because JLX may 

not remember where you derive the number from 
 Need to explain where you derive the number 

 Schedule  
 Have you resolved all problems for your scheduling? 
 Explain how you resolve the problems 

 Data 
 Number of claims that have been processed using the system 
 Number of leave applied using the system 
 Number of users who had used the system 
 Such data could be shown in live deployment slide 

 Test plan  
 Show the number of regression test cases 

 Technical Complexity 
 Talk more about the new things included 
 Explain what is analytics, how it can solve your problem 
 Talk about the algorithm 

 Live Deployment  
 Live Deployment 2 is not an X-factor.  Talk about the early live deployment 

 Have to explicitly say that we did this and that because of the feedbacks given to us during the mid-
term presentation 

 Explain a little bit how on how you the picture (heat map) and why the results. Put after UT or Live 
Deployment  


